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Abstract.

Before estimating the parameters of a process, it maybe necessary

or desirable to have an a-priori knowledge of the order ot the process

under consideration. In many situations, this information is lacking;

therefore it is important to estimate the order. With several

order-testing methods, the most accurate estimate of the order of the

process can be found.

In this report ,methods for the determination of the order of linear

discrete and continuous processes, are discussed. Most of these methods

are carried out without a-priori knowledge or separate observations

of the noise on input- or output sigoaJ. of the process. Finally results

and comparisons , based on process simulations, of several order-tests

are given.
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1. Introduction.

As part of the research program of the Eindhoven University of

Teohnology, group Measurement and Control, E. E. Dept., teohniques

are developed to determine the parameters and the orders of unknown

processes. The parameter estimation schemes are based on the least

squares estimator. This estimator can work well if the order of the

difference or differential equation, which describes the discrete or

oontinuous prooess respeotively, is known [Talmon, 1971]. In comparison

with parameter estimation techniques, relatively little attention

has been paid to the order estimation problems up to the present.

In this report several order tests, suitable for the determination

of the order of disorete and continuous processes are disoussed.

Several order tests are also applied on prooesses with a structure as

given in figure 1.1.

n

u
b Q.-'-

x +

fig. 1.1. A linear process. The output is disturbed with additive noise.

where:

u,y available input and output signal

n additive noise signal

~ a vectors of the parameters

An extensive description is given of the determinant - ratio - test.

In chapter 4 some remarks and conclusions are given.
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2. Discrete processes.

Estimation of the parameters and the order of a linear time-invariant

discrete process.

2.1. ~~!~!!~~_~f_!~!_~~!!!:!_~I_!~!_!!!!!_!S~!~_!!!!~!!~~_!!!~~~.

Consider the process of figure 2.1.

fig. 2.1.: Linear process with additive disturbance on the output.

Where:

~ input signal.

~ undisturbed output signal.

Yk : output signal disturbed with noise (I1t) (Yk = ~ + I1t).

~ and ~ uncorrelated signals.

~ vector of forward parameters.

~ vector of backward parameters.

In general, only the signals '1c and Yk are available for measurements.

In this case the process is represented by a model given in fig. 2.1.

Suppose:

~ ==~ b i '1c-i -t: a i ~-i (2.1)
t=o LorI

with:

~ u(t)lt == kT
T sample interval

p+l : number of forward parameters

q number of backward parameters
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Since ~ is not available for observation we eliminate ~ with

Yk = ~ + ~ and (2.1):
f 9

Yk = r bi '\:-i - L a i Yk- i + ek (2.2)
I~ 0 ,. ,

with:

Ok = "k + ~ &1 "k-1 (2.3)

ek is called the equation error.

Suppo.e the sequences"{ '\:1 ~ and{Ykl~, with N»p+q+1, are available.

If q >..... p we can write the following equations:

Y 1 ..bOu 1 +b1u +••••+b u 1 -a...yq+ q+ q P q+ -p ~ q

• • •
• • •
• • •

In matrix notation:

1. ...n.(U,Y)E.I~

with:

b IT.. ( ) (bT T)bO,b1 , ••••••• ,b ,-a1 , ••••••• ,-a .. ,-a
p p --

~ •••••••~-p

•
•
••

•

•

YN- 1·······YN- q

•

•
••

•

•

11 (u,y) =
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If the least squares loss function
1 T

V = N'!..!. (N I .. N - q) (2.6)

is minimized, we obtain a least squares estimate /' of :2,':

.f :=(flT(u,y)!ku,y))-l.flT(u,y)z. (2.1)

[Talmon,l91ij shows in his report that ~' is only asymptotically

unbiased if feJ.o is a white noise sequence•
• C'O

With respect to the notations in the following sections we note here:

If the process of fig. 2.1. is estimated by means of a model with
~ A ,

the orders p and q, the least squares estimate, will be written as:

p'= (.rtr(u,y)flCU,y))-ljl*T(u,y)z. - (2.8)

where! ,T := ( ,T,_~"") has the d1mension p..q+l; ..rt'(u,y) is a

N x (q+$+l) matrix.

If we use the shifting operator z, defined as:
-j

Sk_j = Z sk

equation (2.3) can be written as follows:

ek := (l+A(Z-1)) ~ = (l+,t ai Z-1)~

Also with

Suppose ~ can be described as a linear filtering of white noise

with zero mean:

"k - (1+1:~ z-i)fk -t di .-i "k

Eq. (2.9) and eq. (2.11) give:

"k = (1+t. a i Z-i)~l+t. ~i·-i) fk
1 + L d. z-i

I. -, 1.

From equation (2.12) we see that fek)~ is onl7- a white noise sequence,

if

=
1
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Only in this case, p/iS an asymptotically unbiased estimate for ~'.

Otherwise we can obtaifl an asymptotically unbiased estimate of b', if

the noise filter parameters K and i are also estimated.

If we rewrite eq. (2.12) as:
5 i

1 +~ ci z- {ek = Lei k

1 +t;. d
i

z-i

In matrix vector notation eq. (2.13) can be written as:

e = -=-£. - ~ + f
with:

eq •••••••••••••••• e
q

_r +
l

• •
• •

E = (2.16)
• •

• •
eq+N-l •••••••••••• eq+N-r

••••••••••••••••

•

•

•

fq-s+l

•

•

•

•

{q+N-l ............ •
{q+N-s

rT = (r r )tq+l'·························'(q+N

dT -- (dl , d d )2'·······················'r
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Now write eq. (2.14) in matrix-notation, analoguous to (2.4):

:L == ll(u,y,{,e),£" +J
with:

"T T T T T:2. = (,£ , ~ , £;, -!! )

!l(u,y,l,e) ... (U~yi:::iE)

(2.18)

(2.21)

(2.20)

Thus we obtained a white equation error and the least squares estimate

f tt will be an asymptotically unbiased estimate of ,£".

with:

flIT -= (p-r;-~ -r: /' _!T)- -
If we use this estimation scheme, the signals 1and ~ are not available,

because we do not know from which white noise source the disturbance

~ is derived. So we have to estimate1 and ~ by making use of old

estimates of process- and noise parameters during the iterative

estimation scheme. For these estimates eq. (2.2) and eq. (2.13) are

used: J. P

-k = Yk + ~1(k) Yk - i -"!:P1(k) 'ir.-i

fk ... @k +t t i (k) @k-i -t; 1(k) fk-i
, ... , l." I

In these equations (0< i (k), f i (k), f 1(k), f i (k») are the estimates of

(ai' b1 , di , c1 ) after k iterations. A least squares estimate~" of

~" is:

(f2T ..... 1'\ "'.\ -If) T ..,P" = (u,Y,f, @)JL(U,y,{,A)J :JL (u,y,r,@)Z

This -method is known as the 3rd extended matrix method [Talmon,

If the process is estimated by means of a model with the orders

~, ~, t, ~ the least squares estimate p " will be written as:

( "*T ... flit .... "':"1 ("'..itT ..,!" = ~L (u,Y,r,@) (u'Y'1'@1 JL (u,Y,f,@):L

and

/"\* .... (~: *:::.~ ..... :It)
.J L ( u, Y, f ,@) = U: y : .::. i E (2.24)

T T T T ~T .
where P" ... (fJ ,~, l' ' -!. ) has the dimens10n ~ + ~ + t + a + 1,

- 'It" ~

./l (u'Y'f'@) is a N x (~ + ~ + t + a + 1) matrix.

For a more extended description of these and other a.lgoritmic schemes,

using the least-squares method, see [Talmon, 197J].
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2.2. Tests for the determination of the order of a discrete process••

2.2.1. Introduction.
~----------

In the following sections tests for the determination of the order

are described. First the tests, which are instrumented within the

Group Measurement and Control are given.

These are:

1) The behaviour of the error function (section 2.2.2.).

2) Whiteness of the residuals (2.2.3.).

3) The F - test (2.2.4.).

4) The behaviour of the determi:ca.nt (2.2.5.).

5) The pole -zero cancellation effect (2.2.6.).

In the sections (2.2.7. until 2.2.9.) results are given of a literature

study on ordertests for discrete processes.

The described tests are:

6) Test for normality (2.2.7.).

7) Test of signal errors (2.2.8.).

8) Additional tests (2.2.9.).

a) The condition number test,

b) Test for the standard deviations of the parameters.

c) The behaviour of the eigenvalues and the trace.

At the end of the description of each test some properties of the test

are given. Of course for the tests 6 until 8 the remarks are based on

the literature.

2.2.2. The behaviour of the error function.-----------------------------------
In chapter 2.1. we saw that the least squares estimation method for

the process parameters is based on the minimization of the function:

1 T
V = N~~ (2.25)

In the practical situation only the estimates! of .!. are available. In
1 Tthis section we want to study the behaviour of Vl = N ! 8 as a function

of Q" if , • Q..
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If we take over equation (2.2) here, viz.

Yk = t bi '1t-i - t ai Yk- i + ek
" -c) ... I

It is easy to gain insight if we study the parameter estimation scheme.

Therefore let us first study the asymptotic behaviour of the estimate

~' of equation (2.8), under the assumption that ~ is white noise.

We saw in chapter. 2.1. that only in that case P' will be an asymptotically

unbiased estimate of 1'. With this assumption we can easily write the

asymptotic behaviour:

if Q. ~ q due to the truncation effect.

# ai if Q. ~ q due to truncation

(2.28)

As can be seen, we can distinguish three cases:

q ~ q, Q. = q, and Q. >- q.

If Q. < q the model is described by an equation with less degrees of

freedom; or the description of the model is truncated to the description

of the process. If we change here q we ID8¥ expect that the equation error e
(it is in the name) will change; compare equation (2.26).

If q = q we have the right description for the process and because of

the additive noise we have a certain equation error e •q
In the situation that q ~ q we got te»ma:ny degrees of freedom in the

description of the process. The parameters will now be estimated as

in eq. (2.27) and eq. (2.28). Because of b
i

= 0 if i > q we see here

the same as q = q, also for the equation error.

So we can expect that the equation error will not change anymore if

Q. >q and recognize here a test for determining the order of an
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unknown process.

In the practical situation during the parameter estimation, the error

function

(2.29)

is calculated. If the modelorder is ~,the estimated equation error &
can be written as c.f. equation (2.8) and (2.4)

/1* n*.1 == z. - J t.(u,y)!' =.n.(u,y):2,' -.J L(U,y)!' +!.

Substitute eq. (2.30) in (2.29):
-r

Vl = i l-n.(u,Y)J2.'- J1<u,y)!,-H.i l/.n.(u,y)J2.'- .n(u'Y>J'~ j
=N{ p':n.'.n k' - k'Yl TJ1*I' + pl7Jl.~

-! IYJ..*Y2 p't' I J1. If-'Ji.*"p,_piY2"It g +

+gTJ2 !? I - ~-7JJ.."f I +-~ T ~ }

Take the probabilitylimit of (2.31) and write .1l(u,y) and 12(u,y) as:

11 (u,y) =[ U)X +.IV] and fl~u,y) == [u~ X* +JVJ
.His the part of the matrix of eq. (2.5), containing the disturbing

noise.

With (2.32),equation (2.31) can now be written as:
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Now, as !. is independent of :!! and !" and!. is independent of the rows

of H"- due to its white character, we find for equation (2.32):

plim Vl ~ £:~ i f~,~T(u,y)ll(u,y)~'l
-2 ~~ i {~'T.n.T(u,y).n.*(u,y)!,/

+ pJ~ i {f ,TJr~T(u,Y)J1it(u'Y)l'J

+~ i { eTe 1
Ii' we take into account the asymptotic behaviour of the

according to equations (2.27) and (2.28), we find:

1 T] (> 0 if i" ~
plim V - plim - fee = . ~
N-- 1 N_fIIO N - - =0 I f ~ ~ ~

(2.34)

estimatet

Consequently we can expect that with increasing Q., the error function

will decrease until the point that Q. = q. From this point on we do not

expect any significant decrease with increasing Q., cf. figure 2.2.

b

fig. 2.2. The behaviour of Vl = f(Q.).

Practically the behaviour of the function will be less pronounced

because of the non-infinite N, the only available estimates of ~

and the colouring of !" cf. figure 2.2. curve b.

So we search for the point where the derivative shows the most

significant change, which point will be related to the order of

the process.
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We can use similar reasonings for the determination of the order of

the noise filter. Consider the parameter estimation scheme of chapter

2.1., where the parameters of the noise filter are estimated also. This

scheme is based on the minimization of

For the noise filter order test the error function:

with:
~ *~ *
{ III - ~ +.:.,£, + E !l - :=: y (U eq. 2.15)- -

is calculated during the parameter estimation.

Now take the probability limit of (2.36), viz.

1 f - *,.._otl-plim V2 :: plim if - F.4 +.::.£. + E ~ -.= 1-'
N-pO N_OO -

[ ~J' _...
l - F.4 +.:..£. + E - -..=. t'

Now define:

with R :: ( • TTl T
E ~ -=-) and!' = ( - d : .£.)

•
(2,38)

and take into account the asymptotic behaviour of the estimate ft.' of 1':

plim [yJ =
N...oo

.j c. if ~ ( s
~

'" ci if § = s

:: c. if i ~ s )
'" o~ if i > s if § > s

1= d
i

if § < s

d. if ~ = s
~

'" d. if i ~ s }
= 0~ if i> IS if ~ > s
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The assumption s-r has been made here. If we now write equation (2.31)
with substitution of eq. (2.38):

pIa V2 = plim i (Rlt - R~I + f) T (R /'- R*"JI J. JJN-- N~-

we have an identical situation as in equation (2.31).

In the same way we find:

and the same conclusions are valid here.

In practical situations we are dealing with a less ideal behaviour of

both error functions because only approximated values of the signals

~ and ! are available.

Nevertheless we determine the order of process and noise filter.

We have to remark that:

1) The test for V2 is dependent on the order ~ of the process model,

so firSt q has to be estimated.

2) For each combination of ~ and t all calculations should be repeated.

3) The calculations and the difficulties in determining the orders

will be rather extended if p I: q, r I: s and the behaviour of the

error functions are less pronounced.

[van. den Boom and van den Enden, (1973)] and [ van den Enden, (1913)]

give extended results on this test with very good results, even with

a signal - to.' .. noise ratio at the process output of -15 dB. S1mular

results are obtained by [Van der SODDDen, (1971)]. The test showed to be

very useful for the determination of the orders of process and noise

dynamics seperately.
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2.2.3. ~!~!~!!!_~!_~~!_~!!!~~!!.

This method is based on the statistical properties of the estimate
... ...-

of the noise f. The noise { becomes available during the estimation- -
of the parameters. If we study the asymptotic behaviour of the

estimates of the parameters, given in section 2.2.2. some conclusions....
can be made with respect to the statistical properties of !.
At first the statistical properties will not change significantly aQJ

more if ~ ~ q and'~ ~ r.

For lower orders Q. and ~ we do not expect an estimated f with white
, -

noise properties. So we have to make some conventions on which we want...
to test whether 1is an acceptable white noise sequence. Therefore the

approximated autocorrelation function

- I ..!!-... .-\
Yrf(r) ... N {;;- fl~l {l~t"+-r (2.43)

is computed during the parameter estimation soheme. -If only N samples are available for the calculation of V f f /7:) the

variance can be written as [Van den Boom and Van den Enden,1973]:

r=!=o
....

if f is a white noise with a normal distribution.

[Van den Boom and Van den Enden, (1973)] found no difference if the noise

had an unifo~ distribution.

If we use the normed correlation function:

the variance of RIl) can be written as:

{ - I)) [- I/.- ,J I tJl'/o} I
var R.f~l.r. =var Y/T)/V1o)J =,;YID)~ '::t 7V

The variance of R(l) can be calculated using the computed values of:

I AI.......,
RtT) = N· Vif!'» L f/~l {./+/.,.., (2.47)

t. .. ,

....
Note that we suppose here that ~ iean ergodic signal. We shollld take

the mean value of an ensemble, which is not available here. Further the
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test can only be use4 for the dete~nationot a combination of

process - and noise tilte~ order. Van den Boom and Van den Enden (1973)

found that th1s telilt if) Uleful &1:1 M ext:l:a vel',U'1oation ot the results

of the test based on the e~or tunetioftl,

Astr&1 (1968)t•• er1bfle the ., - tIlt, which in our e;roup bas been

in3t~ented by Van den EndeD (1975).

The testmoasure is defined. as c

N - (24.2 + 1)
•

2(~2 - 4.1)

The test is based on the normal distribution ot the residuals ot the

model and on the ?( l dist:t"ibution of V2(~1) and V2(~2).

(cf. [Van der So~n, 1971]).

If ti2 > til ~ q, then V2(~2) and V2(41) - V2(~2) are independent: random

variables with X2 distributions and N - (2~ + 1) and 2(~ - ~1)

de~ees of freedom respectively. Then the testmeasure t has an:

F(N - 2ti2 -1, 2tl2 - 2tl1) distribution.

For a riskleve1 of 5% and with N '> 100 the tabulated reference value

is t ~ 3. So the probability of V2(~2) is for t <: 3 not essentially

smaller than V2(tll ) within the riskleve1 of 5%.

This test can only be used for the detetmination of a combination of

process - and noise filter order. Less good results were obtained by

Van den Boom and Van den Enden (1973). This in contradiction with ttle

bettQr results obtained by Ast~m (1968) and Unbehauen and G8hring (1973).

2.2.5. The behaviour of the determinant._..,..-..........---~----~ ..--~~- ......-----.
During the estimation scheme of chapter 2.1., the matrix:

is available. This matrix contains information of the order of the

process - and noise filter.
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Equation (2.49) can be written as (cf. eq. 2.19):

p ::=

U.,..TU• Uil-Ty .. : U·T : *
I

y.TU" y.,!lly.: y,..T;* yllTE~

-----+- ----
.. .In "T. t ........ ,. "'...m ....
-=--U'" =. Y =.I,:=- .=."".1:E
- - I

I
....T ~ ""ofT * I .... wr ..*
E U E Y :E :=:

=

..".. I C*
Cll I 12

I
---1---
C.. 1 c*
21 I 22

With ~~ T = ~~ we can find:

*" [~ if" *' -1 *' T] -1
Cll = ~l - ~2 ~2 Qi2

and

C'* [ Q~ CoL.~ T Q_-' -1 Q_ *] -1
22::= ~2 - ~2 ~l ~12

If we assume that the input signal ~ is independent of f we will find

for large N:

~; , i [;.t-;.t y'!rIi]
'nlus :

*" [Q{l [-~-T~] ] -1Cll ~ -

and

~;
.. -1

[~-}~1:llP Cll +

where r1 is only important if the signal - to - noise ratio is small.

If 11 is neglected, equation (2.53) becomes:
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'rhe rank of~; is min. (q + ~ + 1, 2~ + 1), cf. chapter 2.3.

So if the eli matrix is tested for slngularl1y, we are able to find

*"the order of the process. In practice we found that C22 is a

useful indioator for the order of the noise, of. chapter 2.4. .

The test is dependent on the disturbance, which is in the ~1 matrix.

Otherwise for small signal - to - noise ratios the test is very useful

for the determination of the order of process- and noise filter separately

cf. Van det1Boom and Van den Enden (1913), Van der Somrnen (1911).

2.2.6. ~~_E~!!_:_~~~__~~~!!!!~!~~_~!!!~!.
Assume the process can be described by (cf. chapter 2.1.)

with

Equation (2.56) can be written as:

with

d It -1
i Z

Approximate the infinite sum by a finite sum:
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Thus the process of (2.55) and (2.56) is written in the form of

equation (2.60). If we now use the least squares estimation scheme

of chapter 2.1. we are estimating the a1 and b~ parameters. After

this estimation we search for pole - zero cancellation, which can

be expected if ~ > q, based on equation (2.59).

The quality of this test will depend of the amount of disturbance on

the output. The estimated parameters ai " and bi" will be more biased.

Also this test is only suitable for the determination of the order

of the process: if the signal - to - noise ratio is not too small

(;~ + 5 dB).
Results of this test are for instance given by: Van den Boom and Van

den Enden (1973), Van den Enden (1973), Van der Sommen (1971) and

Gustavsson (1968).

The method is to investigate whether the po1ynomicals A' (z-1) and

B'(z-l) have common roots. A systematic way of testing the common

factors is given by S~derst~m (1973).

2.2.7. !~~:L!~~~~~!!!l.

If we do not know anything about the distribution of the equation

error, then we could take as a first assumption a normal distribution

of eke

So a usefUl test will be to check the statistical distribution of N

available estimates of the equation error: ek ' k = 1, 2, ••••• ,N.
From these samples the discrete probability distribution function:

p[ (~for k = 1,2, ••••••• , N)<ei ] = Pi

is formed, with i = 0, 1, ••••••• , imax.

The reference value e. = emin + i Ae is permanently varied and the
~

corresponding Pi's are calculated. The minimum value corresponds with

Pi = (J{o and the ma.ximum value emax = emin + imax . A e corresponds

with Pi = 10(}i!a.

Now the calculated values of P. are plotted over the values of the
~

chosen e. on probability paper. (for normal distribution functions).
1

For a normal distribution of ek the cOIUlecting line must be a straiBht

line.
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Otherwise if the model order ~ ~ q we do not expect anymore change in

the properties of the distribution. Also the average value fe can be

checked, according to

Unbehauen and Gt5hring (1973) find good results in using this test on

a second order process with an input as a pseudo-random binary signal

and a normal distributed additive noise signal.

Maybe if the process- and noise parameters are estimated the test is also

suitable to find a combination of the process- and noise filter order.

It will be clear that this test can only work well if the input signal

does not have normal distribution aspects.

2.2.8. Test of signal errors.
-------------------~

If we estimate the parameters of a process with a model of certain

order, we can get some insight in the goodness of fit of the model.

Mostly this can easily be done by comparison of the step response

and/or the impulse response of the estimated model and the process.

It will be clear that mostly only the possible process orders can be

limited with this test.

A testmeasure could be:

calculate the signal errors:

with:

s model output samples }

s"k process output samples
Pk

and compare both output signals.

k = 1, 2, •••••••• , N

If ~ { q we expect that with increasing ~ the function @k will show

a significant decrease until ~ = q.

If ~ , q the model will be a very good representation for the process
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and the dependency of s of Q. will not be anymore significant. So
~

we can search for a significant change in the derivative.

The results obtained by Unbehauen and G8hring (1913) were determined

as very good by the authers.

2.2.9. Additional tests.----------------
In this section I want to give some additional tests without a detailed

desoription.

A oondition number is a testmeasure for the condition of a matrix. We

ll,,;r ,,*saw in section 2.2.5. that the matrix ..J to. will become ill -

conditioned if Q. becomes larger as q.

This ean be tested with the condition number [Unbehauen and G5hring,

1913 ], [Wilkinson, 1969J, [Isidori, 1912] :

where 11111111 is the maximal sum of a row in Jl. (r).

Gustavsson (1968) mentioned this test. From his examples he: remarks

that a small reduction of the error funetion is most combined with

a remarkable increase of the stand deviations (tt ~ q) and that a great

reduction of the error function is combined with decreasing standard

deviations (Q. < q).

3) The behaviour of the eigenvalues and the trace.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
If in the behaviour of the determinant test the matrix ~l*" is near
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singular, it will have some eigenvalues which are small compared

to the others.

This means also that the trace (sum of the eigenvalues) will not

significantly increase anymore. This indicates also a test for the

determination of the order.
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2.3. Description of the determinant - ratio - test.

2.3.1. Introduction•.._----------
'Ibe determinant - ratio - test is based on the behaviour of the

matrix

if ~ is varied, cf. Woodside (1971). An important advantage of this

test is that no prelimary estimation of the parameters is necessary.

'Ibis will be very convenient if we do not have a:ny a-priori knowledge

about the order of the process.

'!be test shows, dependent of the signal - to - noise ratio, good results

in determining p and q separately. Otherwise this test is very suitable

for the determination of a maximum range of the possible process-orders

in case of the less good signal - to - noise ratios.

Consider the linear time - invariant discrete process of fig. 2.2

(cr. fig. 2.1.).

LLIf. b. + g (-Z"t) Xlt + _y.
I + AC..-'j .(

t1~

fl\ I t- C (,,_.)

(I+-{)(Z.-';) (I + ACz·'I/

fig. 2.3. Linear process with additive disturbance on the output.
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The input - output relation can be described as:

with:

C(z-l) =
s -i
~ c. Z
L ., ~

D(z-l) = t d
i

Z
-i

i. =,

(2.66)

For the determinant - ratio - test, the matrix

is considered, for ~ = 0, 1, 2, ••••• , p, ••••• ~max in combination

with ~ = 0, 1, 2, ••••• , q, ••••• qmax, with (cf. ~2.5)):

~-l •••••••~-~

••••••
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Assume:

1) ~ is white noise, with a rectangular amplitude distribution

between -1 and +1.

2) \ k is white noise, independent of ~, with a rectangular amplitude

distribution between - .A and + )..

To get insight we take the probability- limit of (2.67):

El\\:~] ·£r~'\:-~l If~k-1J ••••• ··[[Vk-41
• I L •• •• •• •
: I :

E('\::~'1tJ •.....~::["'k-~~-~: £["'k-~Y-k-~...•.•~['\::~k-~
-----------1 ------- ---
£[Vk-l] £["'k-~Yk-~ I £[Yk-1Yk-1] ••.•..(rYk-1Yk~

• •
: I :
: I :

E[Vk-t} fr"'k-~k-1: E[Yk-~Yk-1] •.•.• £[Yk:~k~

(
*" , *)== Q III Q 12

- Q"'lE-
21

, Q
22I

If we combine eq. (2.65) and (2.66) as:

and write this equation as a moving average:

(2.70)
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1t- '*'''''''' *"then the ma.trices ~1' ~2' ~1 and ~2 can be written as:

*" 1 *T_*
Q 11 = pliJD if U -U ...

N-.fI'l'

~Illo) 0_ - - ---- 0, 'o " I
, " I
I, ,', I
I " ", I

, " " ,
, " " I

, , '0
I "

0- - - - - - ~ 0 ~"(o)

dimension: (~ + 1) x (~ + 1)

,.. if T 1 *'T it

Q 12 = Q 21 = ~~ N U Y =

~I;-, -

(2.73)

0,- - - - - - - - - - - 0

bI " I
0, " I

bI , " I
I ""
I' '" a I, " I" " '" ' " I, ' " I, " "-

" " I
" ,," I

" ," I

" '""... I, bl '- - - - - b; • 0 - - - - 0

dimension: (~ + 1) lC ~

* 1 .~T Ii-
Q 22 = plim if I Y =
cO 2 t
~ (1); Yu.Jo) f C; 1f1f/o))
'=0 ,
'i:.(b: (.-w. ..do)+C:C:+f 1(,s{o/) ".. Sy rTO m e ~,. leal.

I " ,
l .....
I ' ,
I " (2.74)
I "
I "
I "

~{4.'b:"*f_,1f,,~lrl fC:C.~~-1"rirlrJ} - _. - - - - "E (b;.2 Yllu (Q) +c.,z.ft ,loJ)
dimension: ~ x ~
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With:Y uu(0) and 'f'ff (0) are the autocorrelation functions of

u and f respectivily

1/ ).2/V uu(o) = /3 and Vu (0) = /3

Write eq. (2.69) as:

with:

(2.76)

M, =

, 0, --- - 0
0" ' I, , I
I , , ,

1 ,'" ,
" , I

I ,,'"
I " , 0
O " "----- 0'

Syrnm.

o

o

0--------<.>
bI' I

o '
I ' " I, " I
I '" I

, "" " I
I • ", • bI " I

&".1 - - - 0 0---0

~h' - - - - - ~L' 1 ' ..
I. " L II" Pu-,-
I', I
I , I
I " I
I , 1 ',,1

Fbe. ~";-I - - -. L be.

o

(2.78)

From these matricesthe influence on the contents of the noise and

the process under ~onsideration on the information matrix Q can be seen.
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Ii' ~ is varied in the interval 0, 1, 2, ••••• , p, ••••• ~max and

Q, in the interval 0, 1, 2, ••••• , q, ••••• Q,max four regions can

be distinguished in the ~ - Q, plane (fig. 2.3).

I - - - - - - p-. P ,.+' - - - .=....=.. - - -PIrlQ;c.,.
fig. 2.4. Regions in the P - ~ plane in case of a discrete process.

These regions are:

::r: (P' p) I\(~ ~ q)

:II" (~ > p) I\(~ ~ q)

m: : (p ~ p)"(~ > q)

IIl": (p > p)I\(Q, > q)

First we assume that the orders of the process are consistent with the

information contents of the input signal. This means that the signal

must have sufficient degrees of freedom for the estimation of the

parameters. If we refer to eq. (2. 5 ) sufficient degrees of freedom

means that no columns in the.fl(p,q) matrix are dependent of each other

because of the limited degrees of freedom in the input signal.
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Next we will assume that there is no additive noise on the output,

thus Yk = ~.

Equation (2.65) will then change :to

p

~ = ~ bi '1t-i - t ai~_i, ::/

and eq. (2.68):

(2.80)

I
'1c '1t-l, •••••'1t-t\ I~-l •••••~~

I
'1t+l '1t •••••'1t-t\+11~ •••••~-~+l

•
: I
: I
•
: I•
: I
: I
: \
: I

'1t+N-l ~+N-2 •••••'1c+N.,.t\I~+N-2•••••~+N~-1

Define:

.tr= (~'~-l' ••••• , ~-t\'~-1'~-2' ••••• , ~-~)

with:

a
T
k_i = ('1t-i,'1t-i+l, ••••• , '1t-i+N-l)

If P = p and ~ = q:

j(L~ = (~'~-l' ....• , ~-p'~-1'~-2' ••••• , ~-q)

If P and q are consistent with the input and output information the

*"columns of the.1l (p = p, ~ = q) will be independent.

A dependency can only be written if ~ is added according to eq. (2.80).
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From this fact the basis for the determinant - ratio - test is

obtained. For the behaviour of Q(~,~) we oonsider again the four

regions of (2.79):

In region 1Y eq. (2.82) can be written as:

1f-

It (~,~)=(~,••• 'l\c-p'l\c-p-l'··· '~-~'~-l'···'~-q'~-q-l'···,~-~)

(2.84)

If we substitude in eq. (2.80) k: = k-l, viz.

or with the notation of eq. (2.82):

x. l=b_u. l+b,u. 2···· .+b_u,_ l-a..~~ 2 a x. 1-K- u-K- ~-K- p-K-p- ~~- ••••• q-K-q- (2.86)

we see that in (2.84) columns can be written as a linear combination

of other columns, if

(k-~ ~ k-p-l) /\. (k-tl ~ k-q-l)

or (~ ~ p+l) 1\ (~ ~ q+l)

Therefore we conclude that in region 1J£ Q(~,~) is a singular matrix.

In regionT: (~~ p)I\(~ of q) we get an undercomplete description

*'of the process. Thus the columns in the 12. matrix will be independent

and therefore Q(~,~) will be regular.

Region'II: (~;> p)1\ (~ " q) and RegionM: (, .! p) A (~ > q).

Here the matrix..fllt (u,x) is filled with independent columns, because

of ~ ~ q and ~ ~ p respectively.

The matrix Q(~,~) will be dependent of ~ and ~ more or less regular.

This can be shown in the following way:
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Write eq. (2.80) as:

b
O

+ B(z-l)
~. '\:

1 + A(z-l)

Now write this equation as a moving average:

Dependent of P and tl the description of the process in region Ir and

m will be more or less coincide with the moving average description

in equation (2.88).

If ~ is disturbed with an additive noise the behaviour of the

determinant of Q(P,tt) will be leBs pronounced. This will be shown

with the practical results in the following chapter.
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2.4. Practical results and comparison of the tests.

In this paragraph results will be given of the order tests applied io

the process, proposed by Astr5m (1968). The process is a linear

time - invariant discrete process, which is described by:

The noise filter is proposed by Talmon and Van den Boom (1973) as:

Thus the process is characterized by (fig. 2.4):

r = s = 1

{

poles: 0.75 ~ 0.36 j
process

zero : -0.5

{

poles: 0.75 ~ 0.36j; 0.5
noise filter

zero : -0.3

L/I( z-' + O.$" z-2 x,,, ~,

J-I.S"z.-' or 0.7- oz.- ~ .;-"

fl( , of" O.3"Z-1 hI(

(I-I,SOZ-I.,. Q. it oz·.1(' - 1>. rz-')

fig. 2.4. The simulated process.
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The input signals ~ and {k are independent white noise sequences

with a rectangular amplitude distribution between (-1,+1) and (-),+).)

respectively.

As the qualities of the estimates will depend on the signal - to -

noise ratio of the undisturbed signal ~ to the additive noise ~,

the tests are carried out for several ).. IS.

The signal - to - noise ratio can be written as:

SIN = V;-/V;;2

t
with r::;- : power of the signal 'Wlder consideration.

If the powers of the input signals '1c and. f k are, known

then the powers ~x2 and r;;-n2 can be calculated according [Talmon, 1971J:
2 C:'! -1 dzC;-x = t"'I ~ (z) H2(z ) "Z (2.92)

Gn
2

.. .~ I I ~(z) ~(z-1) ~ (2.93)'Z

with:

b
O

+B(Z:-l) -1 -2
H1(z) = z +0.5 z

l+A(z-l)
= -1 -21-1.5 z +0.7' z

-11+0.3 z

The results in:

..
(1-0.5 z-1)(1-1.5 -1 -2)z +0.7 z

or

2 2 2 ,.-2
r- .. 18.8~ ; v:: .. 43.62 Vsv x u n 1
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The order tests are carried out for

A= 0, i, 1, 4

this corresponds with:

The parameter estimation method used is the extended matrix method

(chapter 2.1. and Talmon (1911))-

The input signal "1t and the disturbed output signal Yk are available

for estimation over 500 samples.

In this paragraph results of the tests 1 until 5 will be summerized.

For an extended survey is refered to Van den Enden (1913).

In the section 2.4.2.6. the results obtained with the determinant -

ratio - test are given.

The experimental results are given on page 36 and page ~1. The choice

of q = 2 is of no doubt, this in contradiction with the choice of s.

Therefore on page 38 the derivatives are given for ~ = 2. From here

we conclude that. = 1 is the right order.

"""Because of the used 500 estimates of ~ we have to check for the

theoretical limit ~aO.002, on page 39. From the given figures we conclude:

8=O-~=3

8 = 1- ~ = 2

8 ... 2- ~ = 0

If we want to select, the test must be combined with other tests.
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2.4.2.3. !-b~ E: ~e~t~

As mentioned (2.2.4.) the testmeasure

N - (2~2+1)

2(~2~1)

is computed as a function of ~1 and ~ for N is the last 200 estimates.

For a risk level of 5% the reference value was t < 3.

'!he computed values for t are given in tabe1 1,2,3 (only for ~-tll:=l).

~ 0/
1

1/ 2/ 3/ 4/~ J. 2 3 4 5

0 610 1859 73.4 0.00 4.17

1 11.9 2402 -0.97 4.55 0.00

2 -26.2 1988 6.09 0.00 6.94

Table 1. Results F - test for A. ...i.

~ 0/
1

1/ 2 3/ 4//32 4 5

0 585 366 48.2 -0.59 4.11

1 16.1 227 0.183 4.32 0.062

2 -31.1 178 6.82 0.094 5.. 11

Table 2. Results F - test for >. =1

~ 0/
1

1/
2

2/ 3/ 4/..... ~t
S 3 4 5

0 591 313 35.9 -1.13 4.11

1 55.5 114 -0.83 4.74 -0.26

2 -8.02 12.1 6.11 0.44 3.84

Table 3. Results F - test for A:=4
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From the test measure t = 3 we can chose the following combinations:

(if the first time t < 3 is taken)

8=0-~·3 )
8 = 1- ~ = 2 for A· i, 1, 4,
8=2-~=O

In comparison with the test :

'Whiteness of the residuals, we see here the same results.

2.4.2.4. The behaviour of the determinant.- - ------ -- -- -----
The proposed results in the description of the theoretical aspects of

the test will be tested on the simulated process in this section. If the

determinants of the matrices c;i, or C;; are calculated directly then

the result will be a function of the amplitude of the signals (cf. eq.

2.50), according to

det ~l = f(amplitude2(2~+1))

To avoid this, the matrices are normed. A method which can be used is

rYan den Enden, 1973]:

Define:
*" "* I 'It-rel det ~l = det ~l max content of Qil

with:

'It'"

max content of ~l is:

2,
f t (length of the columns)

L=I
(2.98)

Of course the same method can be used for the calculation of the
~ ~rel det Q22. In figure 2.9 we see that C22 is an useful indicator

for the order of the noise filter.
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-~
3

-I

*"I"fI.J
..... [J : >.~'(

" -2'I:J (:l >. '" I

'I 0 : A: ~
41

"0")
0 -3
"

-I.(

-s

-b

fig. 2.9. Log reI det C;2 = f(a); parameter A.

In figure 2.10 on page 43 the results of testing

10 log reI det C;l = f(~)

with a and }. as parameters are given. There we expect a significant change

in the derivatives, they are given on page 44 in figure 2.11.

From these figures we can say that for! = 1, 2 the result q = 2 is without

doubt if A = t and 1. If a = 0 and ).. = i the order q = 2 can also be

concluded. In the other cases the result is probably disturbed (in comparison

with the theoretical results of chapter 2.2.5) by the noise dependent matrix

M • From this test a more extended description is given because of the

conformity with the determinant - ratio - test of chapter 2.3.3.
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2.4.2.5. ~~ Eo!e_-_z~r~ ~~c!l~a~i~n_e!f~c~.

In figure 2.12 the results are given for /\ • 1. The process order

can definitely be assumed as 2. For smaller signal - to - noise ratios

the results will be less good and the cancelling effect less visible

[Cf. Van den Enden, 1973J.

A

CJ, = I

-;

~ = 3

-_:..'

-I-/ -r-----Q--+--~IlIt-+-

fig. 2.13.: Poles and zeros, estimated if A=l.
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2.4.2.6. !h~ ~e~e~~ : !a~i~ : ~e!t:

As shown in chapter 2.3. the behaviour of the determinant of the
1 n'"'T r'lf!/'matrix Q(~,~) = NJL (u,y)~ L(U,y) is considered.

We have seen that the matrix Q(',~) could be written as (for white

input signals u and f ):
Q(',~) = ~~(eo) fYI, + Vf f (ti) fY/2 (2.99)

with y",,(o)::: 13 and VHfeo):: A%.

For the simulated Astrtsm-process the matrices M, and M2 are

(~ = 2 and ~ = 2):

1 0 OJ 0 0
I

0 1 0
1

0 0

N,,=- 0 0 1 I 1 0 (2.100)
-- - - -----
0 0 1 I 18.880 16.953

0 0 o 116.953 18.880

and

0 0 0[0 0

0 0 010 0

M1=
0 0 010 0 (2.101)
-G-----

0 o 0 I A'43.619 Al 40.185
0 o 0 I AI. 40.185 'AI 43.619,

Because of the great dif'ferences in magnitude of the elements in the

matrix and because of some disadvantages on the properties of the

reI. determinant in section 2.5.2.4., the matrix Q(~,~) is normed by

the covariance matrix.

This means:

Using the input samples we calculate:

....."

'Vuu(O) (2.102)

and also N

YYY(O) "" ([, Yk
2

)/N

After these calculations the input and output samples were transformed

into:
~: = ~/VYuu(O)

Y
k

: = Y
k

/wyy(O)

(2.104)

(2.105)
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The Q.(',~) matrix was an estimation for:

y,,:"/~) W.,,(r) --- -¥"f;r)-vuy(r)- - - - --VU'IlfT}

11"1.110)-- - - Y-le/.,/T) VUyID)---
...... , I

" '....! I

.... lj'lll.l{t>} ¥uVlll-Jr) -

Vyy{oJ - -

Symmetrical ,

with T: sample interval.

or:

Q.=(!"_~~-)
BT Ie

I

After the normation the coUfficients of the matrices A, B, C will be:

A[ i, j] =~ «j-i)T)/~ (0) (j ~ i)uu uu

B[i,j] =~«j-i)T)/f1fluu(0)Y/yy(0)' (j >- i) (2.108)

C[i,j] =~«j-i)T)/yvyy(O) (j ~ i)

Thus the diagonal elements of the normed IDatri.x are un!ty.

With this normalization we obtained a matrix, which contains the

normalized variances and covariances of the measured signals of the

system and in this way the information about the system.Thus we

obtained also an easy kind of normalization, namely with respect to

the input and output power of the system.

The results of the test are given on the P86eS 48, 49 and 50. Because

of the a-priori knowledge (p=q) we want to study first the behaviour

of the reI det Q(',~) if ~ = ~. Also here the first derivative of the

function was computed (fig. 2.14).
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11* 0 1 2 3 4 5

0 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.0 -3.3 -4.6

1 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.0 -3.3 -4.6

2 0.0 0.0 -0.9 -2.8 -4.7 -6.6

3 0.0 -0.2 -1.2 -10.9 -12.8 -14.8

4 0.0 -0.4 -1.5 -11.3 -21.2 -23.0

5 0.0 -0.7 -1.8 -11.5 -21.4 -31.5

Table 1a. A.O : sIN :: 0'0

I~ 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.0 -3.3 -4.6

1 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.0 -3.3 -4.6

2 0.0 0.0 -0.9 -2.8 -4.7 -6.6

3 0.0 -0.2 -1.2 ~5.5 -7.5 -9.4

4 0.0 -0.4 -1.5 -5.9 -10.4 -12.3

5 0.0 -0.7 -1.8 -6.2 -10.7 -15.3

sTable 2a.).. ~: IN:: 32,5 dB.

~ 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.0 -3.3 -4.7
1 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.0 -3.3 -4.7
2 0.0 0.0 -0.9 -2.7 -4.3 -5.8

3 0.0 -0.2 -1.1 -3.2 -5.1 -6.8

4 0.0 -0.3 -1.4 -3.5 -5.7 -7.6

5 0.0 -0.5 -1.6 -3.7 -6.0 -8.3

Ir( 0 1 2 3 4 5p

0 0 0 4 11 18 26

1 0 0 4 11 18 26

2 0 0 5 16 26 37

3 0 1 7 61 72 83

4 0 2 8 63 99 99

5 0 4 10 64 99 99

Table lb. Relative: Q(2,2) = 5.

~ 0 1 2 3 4 5.
0 0 0 4 11 18 25
1 0 0 4 11 18 26

2 0 0 5 16 26 37

3 0 1 7 31 4.2 52

4 0 2 8 33 58 69

5 0 4 10 34 60 86

Table 2b. Relative: Q(2,2) = 5.

~ 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 4 11 19 26

1 0 0 4 11 19 26

2 0 0 5 15 24 32

3 0 1 6 18 28 38

4 0 2 8 19 32 42

5 0 3 9 21 33 46

Table 3b. Relative: Q(2,2) = 5.
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N 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.2 -3.7 -5.2
1 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.2 -3.7 -5.2

2 0.0 0.0 -0.9 -2.4 -4.0 -5.5

3 0.0 -0.1 -0.9 -2.5 -4.2 -5.8

4 0.0 -0.1 -1.0 -2.6 -4.3 -6.0

5 0.0 -0.1 -l.0 -2.6 -4.3 -6.1

I)-( 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 5 13 22 30
1 0 0 5 13 22 31

2 0 0 5 14 23 32

3 0 0 5 15 25 34

4 0 1 6 15 25 35

5 0 1 6 15 25 35

Table 4a. A=1 SIN ::-3.6 dB. Tabl. 4b. Relative: Q(2,2) = 5.

~ 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.3 -3.9 -5.6
1 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.3 -3.9 -5.6

2 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.3 -4.0 -5.6

3 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.4 -4.0 -5.6

4 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.4 -4.0 -5.6

5 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.4 -4.0 -5.7

Table 5a. /. =4 : SIN : :-15.7 dB.

~ 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 5 14 24 34
1 0 0 5 14 24 34
2 0 0 5 14 24 34

3 0 0 5 14 24 34

4 0 0 5 14 24 34

5 0 0 5 14 24 34

Table 5b. Relative: Q(2,2) = 5.

It is obvious that q = 2 is the right order if A= 1I64. For smaller

signal - to - noise ratios the results are less significant.

In the section 2.3.3. was stated that p and q could be determined

separately with this test if the signal - to - noise ratio was not

tOIl small. Also some attention was paid to the strue:ture of the ~ • tl
plane.

The results on which these statements can be tested are given on the

pages 49 and 50. In the tables on the left side the computed values

of the IOlog rel det Q(~,tl) as a function of , and II with the parameter

A are given.

On the right hand a kind of transformation is given from the tables

on the left. All values of the left tables are changed and rounded

off in such a way that Q.(2,2) becomes 5. From tbl•• tables it is easier
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to get insight into the behaviour of the changes in the derivatives

of the function rel det Q(p,~).

From table l,2a and l,2b the separate detemination of p and q can

be done very well. In these tables we see also that the dependency

on Q. is much greater then on ~. This is oaused by the oolouring of

the signals. The input signal is a white noise signal. This means

that the input columns in : (cf. eq. 2.82)

are not only independent but also orthogonal, viz.:

i ~-i ~-j = E~_i '1c-j] -1f!uu(i-j ) "" lJ;.j
with J'ij: the kronecker symbol.

(2.110)

But the output columns are only independent and not orthogonal.

Namely assume A= 0: (cf. section 2.3.2)

then i ~-i ~-j "" [. [~-i ~-jl =

"" i t IbO'\:_i + bl ''\:-i-l··· }(bO~_j + bll~_j_l···] '"'
K~fL (7Q

"'~'1'/ ~ b 'b I, I- 0
'fuu(O) L m m+i-j

ttl =0

This means that, dependent on the colouring of the signal ~ the

contents of Q(p,Q.) changes and thus the determinant of Q(p,Q.).
The colouring of the signal is shown in the off-diagonal elements,

cf. equations (2.107) and (2.108).

For smaller signal - to - noise ratios the determination of p and q

is not possible aJl31lDore. Even for X"" 4 the values in the vertical

columns of the tables are equal. In this case the determinant is

determined by the white noise u and the additive noise, which is

independent of the input columns of the fl*(u,y) matrix. The

horizontal values change due to the colouring of the output signal.

Also this test gives very good results if the signal - to - noise

ratio is less then -==10 dB in case of the Astrt$m process. Other features

of the test are that no parameters have to be estimated. Because

of the short time needed to get the results it can be used very well

as a prelimary check of the process.
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Next some results are given if the normalization to the maximum

contents is used (see the figures on page 53).
For the calculation of the maximum contents of Q(~,~) it is assumed

that the columns of the matrix are orthogonal. We saw already that

this is not valid because of the colouring of the signals. Also

dependent of the process the amplitude of the signals could be very

different. Then the output signal will have the most influence on the

values in the Q(~,~) matrix. It is then possible that the values, for

instance in the upper left square matrix (formed of the input signal),

are within the uncertainty interval of the values in the lower right

square matrix. (formed of the output signal)

In case of the Astr8m process we only see no significant differences

between the results on page 49 and 53. Here we have the same possibilities

of determining the order.

It is my opinion that further investigation should be done with respect

to an optimal choioe of the norming constants.
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2.4.3. 2~!E~!~~~_~~!-~!.

If we want to compare tests we need some criteria. Such criteria

could be:

1) Have the parameters to be estimated before band.

2) Are the orders of the process and the noise filter determined

separately.

3) Does the test give a combination of the process- and noise filter

order.

4) How much time do we need to carry out the necessary calculations.

5) Is it possible to give a stopping criterion from where we do not

have to increase the model order anymore.

6) Are the order of the numerator and the order of the denominator

determined separately or is this possible.

7) Do we need an a-priori knowledge of the distribution of the equation

error.

A comparison in the practical way of the tests can only be based on

the instrumented AstrlSm (1971) process.

Several remarks on a certain test are already given at the end of the

description and the practical results of the test.

The criteria are successively applicable to:

1) Parameters have to be estimated for:

Test for VI and V2•

Test for Cll and C22 •

Pole - zero cancellation.

Whiteness of residuals.

Test for normality.

Test of signal errors.

Test for the standard deviations of the parameters.

F - test.
No parameters have to be estimated for:

Determinant ratio test.

Condition number test.

2) The orders q and s are determined separately with:

Test for VI and V2 (combined).

Test for Cll and C22 (combined).
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3) A combination of process- and noise filter order gives the test for

whiteness of the residuals and the F - test.

4) It is very difficult till now to give an answer to this criterion_

In the first place the tests were carried out on three different

computers.

Secondly the programmed tests are not investigated with respect to

an optimal way of programmi ng.

5) For the test on V1 and V2 it must be possible if we know the power

(y<0» of the errors ~ and ..f. Because we saw with the description

of th.setests that the probability limits of V1 and V2 were for

~ ~ q the powers of the signals.

For the F - test a criterion can be given if we have chosen a certain

risk level. For the whiteness of the residuals the testmeasure is

known if a certain number of estimates are used.

6) Till now this criterion has only been investigated in the determinant

ratio test. If we want a separate determination it will often cost

a lot of calculations to carry out the test.

First this could be tried with the test for V1 and V2 and the test

*" *for 011 and 022

1) If we do not have any a-priori knowledge of the distribution of

the equation error the results of several tests will be difficult

to understand.

Via estimation of the parameters we could first try to determine the

distribution, for instance with the test for normality.

It is the author's opinion that with further investigations a further

study of the tests with the oriteria is very useful.

Based on the practical results obtained with the Astr~m process it

can be said that mostly tp.e use of several tests with a certain

process is recommended.

A test which gives very good results, even for low signal - to~oise

ratios, is the test for VI and V2- The test also has a very good

theoretical base. Maybe if the theoretical bases of several tests are

extended further, some more a-priori knowledge on the results will be

available and more can be said on the given criteria. Also the use of

an other discrete process can be useful.
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3. Continuous processes.

Estimation of the parameters and the order of a linear time-invariant

continuous process.

method.------
Consider the process of fig. 3.1. (c.f. fig. 2.1).

uL+) 1-_.....;x~t..=.'iJ_+oO_---- ylf)
+

fig. 3.1. Linear continuous process with additive disturbance on the

output.

In fig. ;.1.:

u(t) input signal.

x(t) : undisturbed output signal.

net) noise signal, uncorre1ated with x(t).

yet) output signal disturbed with noise.

~ vector of forward parameters.

~ vector of backward parameters.

Suppose the process can be described by eq. ;.1:

"J oj tu
yet) = bO u(t) + ••• + bp u (t) - ~ y (t) ••• - aq y (t) + e(t)

(3.1)

with:

lJ) (~
e(t) = net) + ~ n (t) + ••• + aq n (t)

• @ft) ~J)L''lt) d u t) (.I)(t) d t
u, = dt ,y = dt
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If at N discrete times (t=kT) the signals y(t) and u(t) and their

derivatives are available, we can write the following Bet of equations:

..bo'1t +bpu{:J £IJ -a YIflYk + ••• -~Yk ••• +ekqk

=bo'1t+1 +b ~p)
£.) 't-;

Yk+1 + • • • -~Yk+1 ••• -a y +8k+1P +1 q k+1

• • •
• • •

• • •
(,) {Ij I'J.}

+bpllk+N-1-~Yk+N-1··· -aqYk+N_1+ek+N_1

In matrix notation:

z.=fl.2.+~

with:
T

Z. =(Yk'yk+1'·······'yk+N-1)

T
.2. =(bo,b1'·····,bp,-~, ••••• ,-aq)

•

•

•
•

~)

•

•

•••••••11. (p) I yM
K I k

[I) (r) I II) '9-)
'1t+1 '1t+1 ·······llk+1 Yk+1 ·······yk+1

I
I •
I •

· · I· ·(.II ip) 0) ('J.)
~+N-1 '1t+N-1······ ·llk+N-1 Iyk+N-1······ .Yk+N-1

We see here identical equations as in section 2.1. Only theil-matrix

is now filled with the in- and output signals and their derivatives.

The parameters are the coefficients of the differential equation.

Analog~ous to the discrete case, a least squares estimation~ for b

is given by:
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For parameter estimation of the continuous process apart tram the signals

their derivatives are needed at discrete instants. To get the derivatives

of the signals, several methods can be used, [Cf. Vlek, 1913].

The method, used by Vlek, will be described here.

In general differentiation of the signals directly will cause difficulties

because the noise will also be differentiated.

A method, which avoids differentiation is the transform method by

means of the derivative generating Kohr and Young-filter (D.G.F.),

cf. fig. 3.2.

uU) )(,tf)
rrocess

D.G-.F. D. G-. F

------ -- ----

fig. 3.2. Use of a derivative generating filter.

The identical filters gener.ate a linear transformation of the input

signal and the derivatives of the transformed input signal, without

actually using differentiation. A D.G.F. for n derivatives of x(t)

gives fig. 3.3.
I(tt}

("-'1)
Pelt)]

fig. 3.3. A D.G.F. for n derivatives of x(t).

BY choosing qi' the transfer function of the filter can be chosen,

[cf. Vlek,l913J.
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After the D.G.F. transformation eq. 3.1 can be described as:

The relation in (,.5) is the same as in (3.1), with the same parameters.

So we can use the samples of the outputs of the D.G.F. filters in the

ll-matrix.

For the estimation of the parameters of the continuous process, the

same methods as described by the discrete process, can be used.

If the output is disturbed by an additive noise, e.g. y(t)-x(t)+n(t),

then eq. (3.5) becomes:

[y(t)] =t b. [u(t)]CJ: t ai [y(t)l(l: [e(t)]
,_~ J ,al ~

with:

In general a least squares estimation for the parameters will be

asymptotically biased if the output is disturbed.

other methods avoiding differentiation of the input and output signals

are used by Woolderink (1972) and Breimer (1974).

One of the methods used is by estimating the parameters of the

generalized discrete model, cf. fig. '.4 [Woolderink, 1972].

Ull}
•

xU)-r

1 .J:!Jb:L I

- ---------- -
I I
~ G-{s)

ill-l) His) 'wli)
I I

-I

fig. 3.4. Continuous process with generalized discrete model.
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In fig. 3.4.:
H (8)

c 1
Hd(z- )

G(s)

H(s)

unknown continuous process.

generalized disorete model.

transfer function of hold circuit

(is a-priori known).

estimate of the continuous process H (s).c

.....
The estimated continuous model BJs) is equal to:

l. -X-l
(Hd(Z-1) ]

G(s)

with: A -1 inverse Z-transformation

I:. Laplace transformation

"'"H(s) is estimated in such a way that the loss - function

V = e*,Te*

is minimized.

Another method used,is estimating the parameters of the continuous

process by the bilinear Z-transformation (B.L.Z.), cf. fig. 3.5.
[Breimer, 1974], rWoolderink, 197~.

He (s)
If

IB.L.l.
~,
-

Ute4- HJ(z-1 VII,,""

"r-I

·1

fig. 3.>. Continuous process H (8) with the B.L.Z. discrete processc
Hd(Z-l).

The continuous process is transformed into the discrete process by the

H (s)c

B.L.Z. method:
2 z-l

s =--T z+l
• Hd(z-l)
Z = 2 + sT

2 - sT

with liT sample frequency.

(3.7)
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If the maximum frequency in u(t): fmax ~<.l/T it can be proved that

the B.L.Z. transformation is a least squares approximation of the

exact Z-transformation, defined by s = ~ log z and z ~ esT.

The parameters of Hd(z-l) can be found by the method, described in

chapter 2.1. After this estimation, the parameters of H (8) can be foundc
by using the inverse B.L.Z. transformation.
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3.2. Tests for the determination of the order of a continuous process.

The estimation of the parameters of the oontinuous process is based

on the estimation with eq. 3.4. This formula is the same as obtained

for the discrete estimation scheme. In the used parameter estimation

scheme, the parameters of the noise filter are not estimated. Therefore

only estimations of the equation error.1 are available. A parameter

estimation method, which gives also results on the noise filter

dynamics is studied by Breimer (1914) in a Parallel study. The method

is shortly desoribed in chapter 3.1. Thus far, the obtained results

have not been used for order tests.

Test for normality.

Test of signal errors.

Test for independency.

Test for the standard deviations of the parameters.

The behaviour of the eigenvalues and the trace.

Because of the non available estimates of f '
chapter 2.2 can be used.

As remaining tests are given here:

1) Behaviour of the error function VI.

2) F - test for VI.

3) Behaviour of the determinant C{l.

4) Pole - zero cancellation effect.

5) Determinant - ratio - test.

6) Conditionnumber test.

1)
8)

9)

10)

11)

not all order tests of

Because of the non available estimates for f, the test for the behaviour

of the determinant C{l is simular to the determinant - ratio - test.

This test will be described in a separate chapter, viz. chapter 3.3.
Here only the new added test for independency will be described, based

on a literature study: [Gupta (1913~.

This test also has the advantage that no parameters have to be estimated.

The test is based on a measure of the linear independence of the input,

output signals and their derivatives as time functions.
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Consider the process of figure 3.1., with:

~ (tJ. P (t'Jt-o aix (t) ::0 ~ biu ~t), q>p, aq.jO

yet) = x(t) + net)

for the time interval I "" rto' T]
The in!tial conditiona are:

(;J Iy (t) to = 0, 1 = 0,1, ••• q-l

U(i~t)Ito -- 1\ 0, i = 0,1, ••• p-

(3.8)

Next the orders of the process are assumed to be consistent with the

information contents of the input signal. This means that the signal

must have sufficient degrees of freedom. For instanoe if b
i

= 0 for

i ~ 1 and u(t) = sinLLlot the highest order q which can be found is 1.

This is caused by the input signal, which causes all higher deriVatives

to be dependent on i"( t) and y( t).

First we will consider the case where bi = 0, i = 1,2, ••• p.

The problem is then reduced to: find the order q of the process,

given by:

~ (I).
.:?~aix (t) = u(t), aq.jO

:(t)/t = 0, i ::0 0,1, ••• q-l (3.9)
o

If the input signal contains sufficient degrees of freedom, the next

theorems are holding for the interval

a) x(t), x(')( t), ••• , xtt(t) are linearly independent.(., (~

b) x(t), x (t), ••• , x (t) and u(t) are linearly dependent.
£/, (It-,!

c) x(t), x (t), ••• , x (t) and u(t) are linearly independent.

The defin!tiona of linear independency and linear dependency of n

variables vl ' v2 ' ••• , vn are:

Write the n variables as a linear combination, viz.
IT

L ki,v. = 0
t=, ~
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If all constants ki must be chosen zero, the variables are linear

independent. If they can be written as a linear combination without

all k i equal to zero, the variables are said to be linear dependent.

Proof of the theorems:

a) Assume the opposite of this theorem:

x( t) ,jo(t), ••• , i'k t) are linear dependent.

This means, there exist constants cO,cl ' ••• , c not all
~ l"J q

that ~o cix'(t) = 0 over the time interval I.

Or, we have a homogeneous differential equation:

.J:. (lj, :l
f;t> ci x (t) == 0 over T = [to'TJ

liJ
with: x (to) = 0, i = 0,1, ••• , q-l

zero such

The only solution of (3.10) is x(t) == 0 over .:r(no excitation,

initial conditions zero). This is in contradiction with the non-zero

output sigDAl x(t) of the process. Therefore cO,cl ' ••• , c are
w ~ q

zero and x( t ) ,x (t), ••• , x (t) are linear independent.

b) This theorem is directly given by equation (3.9) and the assumption

made on the process.

c) Assume x(t),xOJ(t), ••• , x{9-9(t) and u(t) are linear dependent. 'Ibis

means there excist constants dO'~' ••• , d not all zero such that

dOx(t) + ~Jt')(t) + ••• + dq_1X(f"iJ(t) + dqu(f) =0 (3.11)

Rewrite equation (3.9)
(..I)

aOx(t) + ~x (t) + •••

as:
{f-t/ (Ij

+ a lX (t) + a x (t) - u(t) = 0q- q

First assume d /:0.q
Multiplying eq. (3.12) with d and adding the result gives:q

(d if-II tt)
O=(dO+d aO)x(t)+(dl+d a-)x (t)+ ••• +(d l+d a l)X (t)+d a x (t)-Oq q ~ q- q q- q q

or with di+dqai = ki :

()) {f-IJ l,1
O=kOx(t)+~x (t)+ ••• +kq_lx (t)+dqaqx (t)=O
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(I) (,(

From theorem a) we know that x(t),x (t), ••• , x t)are linear

independent. So in eq. (3.13) all kits are zero and also d °a • But
q q

we assumed that d 1-0. Thus a has to be zero. 'Ibis is in contradiction
q oJ. q t9-d

with eq. (3.9) and x(t),x (t), ••• , x (t) and u(t) are linear

independent.

If d =0 eq. (3.11) becomes:
q

(Ij
dox(t) + dlx (t) + •••

But we saw already with theorem a) that these variables were linear

independent.

The test for independence will be based on the foregoing dependence and

independence properties. These properties are determined in terms of

dependence or independence of finite dimensional linear functionals,

in which the input and output functions are contained. The linear

functionals are obtained by defining a space S with a basisset f t/J,.j IT1 •
i'"

Properties on the choise of the basisset will be given later.

As the linear functionals are defined:

~j = (oClj 'o(2j' ••• ,Olmj) j .. 0,1, ••• , q+l

with:

] i = 1,2, •••• m

<'\iO" f u(t) ~r!tJ clf
::r

ti. .. ! x(t)(j-l)"<.(t)dt
ij _ If'~

..J-

So c( •. is the projection of the
~J

9i(t).

q-t),
function x (t) on the basis vector

With these functionals the following two theorems can be given:

d) The linear functionals ~O'~l' ••• , ~q are linear independent.

e) The linear functionals~O'~' ••• '~q+l are linear dependent.

Proof d) Consider the equation:

t Aj~j = 0
/=t>
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or with summation over i :

or:

ff q.. l' JLA .xr'(t) +Aou(t)] 8(t)dt = 0
I /=' J

with S(t) E S is a linear combination of the basisset( ¢(11(~

Thus, for9(t) can also be chosen:
i..-
~ q.,; \

e(t) = ~ A.x (t) +AOU(t)
I=.' J

Substitude this e(t) in (3.11):

If f... . ) 1-
L>..x(r'(t) +AOU(t)} dt., 0

'I. J:.' J

2.-
~ ('.,J
L ,\ .x l (t) + AOU(t) = 0
i:.' J

But from theorem c) we know that

~IJ (t·';'
x(t),x (t), ••• , x (t) and u(t)

are linear independent, therefore A
j

= 0 for j = 0,1,2, ••• , q-l.

Now with eq. (3.16) we obtain:

~o' ~l' ••• , ~q

are linear independent.

Proof e). For this theorem we can use similar reasonings as for

theorem d). ,,~,
0;;;:- tj·,1

The function e(t) must set to L A ,x (t) + Aou(t).
1'" J

The dependency conclusion can be obtained with theorem b)
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From these last two theorems the test for independency is obtained,

cf. figure 3.6.

Cl. =, yes C.luck if. ~O/~J, ~2. cue
LJnftQ,. d~~enc/.,.,..f

No

q:2. yes Check if '!iD/~/,~t,~3 are

L,nea" de fenclen-t

INo
I

I
I
I

J
'l=1 Y__.....:..... .......:..._e.;..s.... Check i~ ~tI,!<" - ... , ~~51H

are Linear e/e'~nden+

fig. 3.6. Blockdiagram of the test for independency.

To carry out the test we have to chose a basisset (tPij,1T1 • This choice

is dependent on the a-priori information of the process and for the

observations made on the system input and output. Gupta (1913) gives

an example of basis functions for a certain process with a certain

input signal• .uso an evaluation of the determination of the linear

functionals ~j is given, if only observations of the input and the

disturbed output signal yet) are taken. Otherwise we need a test to

check the dependency or independency of the ~ j IS. This is done by

making use of the matrices:

Al = (llS0' ~l' ~ 2 )

A2 = (~O' ~l' ~2' ~3)

•

•

•

and computing the trace of Ai Ai+, which will tend to unity, cf.

Gupta (1913). (A+ is the generalized inverse of Ai).
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The teet for independency is then formulated as:

Check if trace (~ Al +) = 2. If trace (Al Al +) = 2. then the system is

of order 1. If trace (Al Al +) = 3. then check if trace (A
2

A2+) = 3.
and so on.

The results obtained by Gupta with 2 simulated third order processes

are very good. Also the test has the advantage that the sisnals are

filtered because of using the integrated signals.

If the orders of the process are p and q 1the method can also be used

by defining:

r = 1.2•

···t

... ,

q+l

p+l

The order test is then formulated a.s:

.-"=/ />::.0 Vee: c.heck ir/ !!', t!:I,PI are

lln~Q" dep.nden+

!No
9-=1 p'" 0 yes C h~,f( if ~I/~I ...~~, III are

L,neQr cl.?enclenf

INo

I
I

~

~

fig, 3,1. Blockdia,gram of the test if (q ~ 0) A(p ~ 0).

Then we have to test all combinations of p and q. This can be limited

if a-priori p ~ q is chosen.
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3.3. Description of the determinant - ratio - test.

Also here we are dealing with the behaviour of the determinant of

the matrix:

1 'l'T it
Q(~,q) • iJr[ (u,Y)JrL(u,y)

The matrix Jl.ff is tilled with the measurements of the process given

in figure 3.8, namely the input and output signals with their

derivatives.
"/~)

uN) l--_x_lil__,U----_yIf)

fig. 3.8. Linear time - invariant continuous process.

The derivatives are obtained by means of the derivative generating

Kohr-filter, ct. chapter 3.1.

The input - output relation can be described as:

and y(t) • x(t) + n(t)

•••
ft.)

-a x (t)q (3.22)

If the measurables are available at N discrete time moments, we can

write (cf. eq. 3.2):

{t) ("'OJ I 01 t,;
'1c '1t ••••• '1t p I Yk ••••• Yk

(» 0) I IJ} If}
'1c+l '1c+l ••••• ~+l I Yk+l ••••• Yk+l

.11.*= • • I • • (3.23)
• • I • •
• • I • •

e'l (pl I (I) ti)
~+N-l '1c+N-l ••••• ~+N-l I Yk+N- l ••••• Yk+N- l

with: (.) _ A(t) . =~)
'\: - dt i

, Yk
t.kT dt t-kT

T: sample interval.
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and

s. y mm e iNca L

With respect to the behaviour of the determinant of Q(', Q,) four regions

can be distinguished in the , - tt plane (figure 3.9), if , and tt are

varied.

-Iu-

p

Jl %,~l:

~~::
_0_-0__ 0 __ ~ ~ --+- .....

~ -t-+-__I_I_------I-L-:~~..:-......:....I,,'\::.....;....,.\:~
o I

fig. 3.9. Regions in the' - tt plane in case of a continuous process

These regions are:

T: (, 'p)l\(tt' q)

"lr: (, ,>p)l\(tt~ q)

11I: (, ~p)A(tt > q)

1J{ : (, '> p) I\(tt '> q)
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First we will assume that there is no additive noise and the orders

of the process are consistent with the information contents of the

input signal (cf. chapter 3.2). This means that the columns in the

J1!matrix (if ~ .f p and Q. ~ q) are li~ear independent and that the

Q matrix in region :r. is regular.

In region N eq. (3.23) can be written as (if n(t):: 0):

n'f( ill (,J (p"'; (p"'J 0) (11 (II-,) _If)
~L(~,Q.) = (~,~ , ••• ,~,~ , ••• ,~,z ,···,z ,Z '···,Z )

with:

..... ,

..... ,

~:N-l (t))

If
Yk~N_l(t))

If eq. (3.22) is differentiated, we obtain:

lJl lJ) {f.1/ (11 {J,+I}
x (t) = bOu (t) + ••• + bpu (t) - ~x (t) ••• aqx (t) (3.26)

We see that in eq. (3.25) oolumns can be written as a linear combination

of other columns, if

(~ >;-p+l) 1\ (Q. ~ q+l)

Therefore, we conclude that in region 1.Jl Q(~,Q.) is a singular matrix.

In region II and III" the matrix .n:'#; (u,x) is filled with independent

columns, because of Q. ~q and ~ ~ p respectively. As in the case of

the discrete process the description of the process will more or less

coincide with the process defined by eq. (3.22). Therefore, dependent

on ~ and Q., the matrix Q(~,Q.) will be more or less regular.

The disturbance n( t) on the output will cause a less pronounced

behaviour of the determinant of Q(~,~). This will be clear if we study

the practical results of this test in chapter 3.4.
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3.4. Practical results and comparison of the tests.

3.4.1. ~!..~~~!!~~~~~!!!..2~!!!!2::!~.

In this paragraph the applied process will be described. The process

is a part of a model of the aorta, which has been instrumented on an

analog computer (Hitachi 505). The transfer function of the applied

process is:
2

_~ _ bO + bls + b2s
H(s) - U{S)- 2 3

1 + ~s + a2s + &3S

with:

bO = 0.6013

bl = 0.9513
-2b2 III 0.1911 10

~ ... 0.8473 10-1

a 2 = 0.5793 10-2

~ = 0.4105 10-4

The electrical simulation is given in figure 3.10.

~I
L R,

fig. 3.10. Electrical simulation of H(s).

The signals y( t) and u( t) are periodical signals with a period of 1 sec.

The derivatives of the signals are obtained by using the derivative

filters of paragraph 3.1. The samples from these filters are taken by

means of a digital computer (IBM 360-30). In the figures 3.11 until 3.14

the measured samples of the input and output signal with their Ji'ourier

spectra are given. If we study the information contents of the input

signal, we see that this is limited to nearly 5 Hz. The remaining

frequency components are mainly caused by the sampling noise of the

AID convertor.
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3.4.2. Practical results of the tests.
----------------------~-------

As was seen with the results of the discrete order tests, it is useful

to compare the results of several tests if we want to make a conclusion

on the results. Therefore the results obtained by van den Enden (1973)

will be summarized briefly. After these results, the results obtained

with the determinant - ratio - test are given.

The results of this test are given in table 3.1.

1

f.fZ 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 9.70 9.34 8.62 7.50 7.37 7.04

1 9.76 8.69 8.31 7.36 7.36 7.03

2 9.25 6.92 6.43 6.34 6.34 6.35

3 9.27 6.48 6.37 6.34 6.28 6.23

4 8.26 6.38 6.28 5.88 5.87 5.87

5 8.27 6.37 6,27 5.86 5.77 5.77

Table 3.1 The behaviour of the error function.

From this table it is possible to chose as the orders p=l and q=2.

The difference from the correct orders can be caused by the ratios

of the parameters of the process, cf. the poles are:

-126.3; -7.41 ±11.8 j and the zeros -0.633; -497.2.

3.4.2.2. ~~ ~~~2~ 2f_t~e_d~t~~t_Crl·

The possible combinations which can be chosen from the results

in table 3.2 are:

p=OAq>.-5

p=1I\q=3

p = 2 1\ q = 2

p=3I\q=1

p~4I\q=0
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yz 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 -0.16 -0.92 -1.69 -4.15

1 -0.01 -0.88 -1.16 -2.41 -6.48 -8.95
2 -0.01 -1.99 -3.38 -10.37 -10.88 -16.23

3 -0.61 -2.12 -13.12 -14.39 -11.29 -20.71

4 -1.51 -6.16 -14.44 -20.06 -20.83 -22.11

5 -3.64 -1.56 -17.94 -22.02 -25.59 -26.95

Table 3.2. The behaviour of det oil.

The results are computed using the normalization according to the

maximum contents.

3.4.2.3. ~o!e_-_z~~ ~~c~l!a:i~n_e!f!c:.

The estimated poles and zeros in case of tl ... ~ are given in tabl. 3.3.

process ~ ... 1 ~ ... 2 ~ ... 3 ~ ... 4
poles -126.3 -10.6 -5.32 ;tlO.6j -5.35 :t9.62j -9.18 ;tll.9j

/"-78-'1\ /- - --
-1.41 ;tll.8j 1-2.20 :t9.48j)

( I I
\ I I I

zeros -0.633 -0.51 -0.69 \ -51.6./ 1-2.61 +9.11j;,,- - '---~-"
-491.2 -16.3 ...15.8 -0.62

-0.13 +582

Table 3.3. Estimated poles and zeros.

From these results a process with p = 2 can be selected.

3.4.2.4. ~! ~e!e~: : !8~i~ : :e!t~

For all combinations o:f tl and ~ between (0.0) and (5.5)

lOlog rel det Q (tl,~)

is computed,

with:

rel det Q (tl,~) ... det Q(tl,~)
---.:..::....:.....=..:.....-_----

(max. contents of Q(tl,~»

(3.28)
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The measured signals showed much smaller signal - to - noise ratios

for the higher derivatives of the input and output signal. This is

caused by the instrumentation on the analog computer and by the smaller

signal amplitudes for the higher derivatives. Therefore, before using

the determinant - ratio - test, the signals were cut off on the

frequency~6 Hz.

The computed results are given in table 3.4.

(-Z 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 -0.05 -2.28 -5.85 -11.08

1 -0.03 -0.94 -1.45 -3.95 -8.87 -15.75

2 -0.39 -2.31 -4.05 -7.04 -11.91 -20.21

3 -3.53 -6.50 -11.07 -14.12 -18.31 -25.70

4 -7.26 -11.63 -17.73 -23.18 -26.75 -34.53

5 -13.45 -19.38 -26.58 -34.22 -41.77 -47.52

10Table 3.4. Results of log reI det Q (~,q).

In figure 3.15 the behaviour of the diagonal and the codiagonals

are given.

-'0

-2

fig. 3.15. The behaviour of lOlog reI det Q(p,~).
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With the theoretioa1 results of chapter 3.3 the fo11o~1ng combinations

can be chosen:

p=l A q=2

p=2/\q=2

p=2I\q=1

p=3I\q=1

The less significant behaviour can be caused by:

a) The worse signal - t~ - noise ratios for the derivatives of the

signals (up to :t 25 dB).

b) The differences in JIIa8Ilitude of the parameters (cf. equation 3.27).

c) The large differences between the top-top amp1!tudes of the signals

(:t 103 - 104). This gives also large differences in the magnitude

of the Q-matrix elements. It was also the reason why the calculations

were carried out in double precision arithmatios.

d) The limitation of the frequency contents.

Because of the last three points the results were computed again. Now

the top-top amplitudes of the derivatives are made equal to the top-top

amp1itude of the input and output signal. Also the frequency contents

of the signals was not limited.

The results obtained now, are given in table 3.5 and figure 3.16.

~ 0 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 0 -0.1 -2.46 -6.10 -10.65

1 -0.04 -0.86 -1.44 -4.26 -9.18 -15.18

2 -0.45 -2.37 -4.07 -7.25 -12.16 -18.54

3 -3.49 -6.37 -10.57 -13.43 -17.10 -23.00

4 -7.15 -11.44 -17.06 -21.27 -23.92 -29.30

5 -12.33 -17.97 -23.86 -30.01 -34.61 -37.45

Table 3.5. Results of the determinant - ratio - test.
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fig. 3.16. The behaviour of log reI det Q(~,q).

These resul.ts only give a slight difference with the results of

fig. 3.15 and table 3.4.
This means that nearly all information of the process is contained in

the frequency range up to 6 Hz, or the information in the range> 5 Hz

can not be distinguished because of the noise. In the Fourier amplitude

spectra (fig. 3.11 and fig. 3.13) of the signals, we see also that the

main frequencies are 0, 1, 2, 3 Hz.

This may also be a cause that the orders p = 2 and q = 3 can not be

estimated.

As mentioned before, the results were normalized on the maximum contents

of the matrices under consideration. But, as in the discrete case,

a normalization according to the signal powers could be chosen, viz.

the signals are multiplied with:

and
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This means that the diagonal elements in the Q (~,Q'> matrix become

unity.

The results obtained using this kind of normalization ue given in

table 3.6 and fig. 3.17. The frequency contents of the signals was

not limited.

Combinations which can be chosen from the results are:

p=ll\q==l

p == 2 /\ q = 2 (less significant, choiDe from table 3.6)

p=2I\q=1

i{ 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 -0.8 -1.3 -2.7 -3.8

1 -0.3 -0.9 -1.8 -3.4 -4.8 -6.7

2 -0.5 -1.2 -3.9 -5.8 -8.6 -10.5

3 -1.4 -3.1 -7.2 -9.6 -12.5 -14.5

4 -2.8 -4.6 -9.2 -13.3 -16.3 -20.2

5 -4.2 -7.2 -11.7 -16.2 -20.2 -22.6

Table 3.6. Normalization on signal powers. I'~
o 1 % 3 '{-------r

-12,

-10

fig. 3.17. Normalization on signal powers.
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From these results a clear answer about the kind of normalization

that should be used can not be given. As said already with the discrete

process a further study of the consequences of the kind of normalization

would be useful.

3.4.3. 2~!:!!~~__~!_~~~_~~!~~!.
As seen before. the chosen available process with its si.gna.ls, gives

not significant results. The most acceptable combinations found, are:

p .. 1 1\ q = 2 and p .. 2 I\q .. 2.

These combinations are also the most accurate orders for the process

if we compare the magnitudes of the parameters of the process.

Van den Enden (1973) applied some of the tests of paragraph 3.2 to

other continuous processes, instrumented on the analog computer.

For lower order processes in comparison with the used process here

he obtained good results.

For the process used in this chapter 3 and a process with p = 3 and

q = 5 the determination of the orders became more difficult.

Probably this is caused by the 5th order derll.vative generatine; filters

and the information contents in the signals. Because also the estimation

of the parameters of these processes with the filters showed to be

less good.

Probably better results can be obtained if the noise filter parameters

and orders are determined also.
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3.5. Transformation of a continuous process to a discrete process.

In a parallel study, Breimer (1974) paid attention to the transformation

of a continuous process to a discrete process. For this transformation

he used the bilinear z - transform, cf. pa.ragra.ph 3.1-

Thus the parameters of the continuous process can be determined via

the estimation of the parameters of the discrete process. 1he main

condition is: the maximum frequency in the input signal must be much

smaller then the sample frequency.

Based on these results we could think the above technique can also be

applied for order estimation. Therefore the determinant - ratio-test

is carried out using only the samples of input and output signal of

the process in section 3.4.1. The sample frequency was chosen as

100 Hz and 200 samples were taken. B,y estimating the discrete parameters

of the process by Breimer (1974), it was shown that the transfer

function in the z - plane can be represented by a model with p = 2

and q = 3.
The results are carried out with normalization on the maximum contents

of the Q.(~,~) matrix and the method described in paragraph 2.4 is used.

There we expect p = 2 and q = 3, the behaviour of Q. (~-l,~) is tested

for ~ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; cf. table 3.7 and fig. 3.18.

~ = 1 ~ = 2 ~ = 3 ~ = 4 ~ = 5
-0.6 -5.3 -11.8 -19.9 -29.3

f(~) for ~ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
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From these results we can not derive any conclusions on the orders of

the unknown process. Because of the mentioned disadvantages of the

process and the signals" a simple continuous process is simulated on a

digital computer:

H (s) = 1 + 0.02,
s 1 + O.ls

As input signal is chosen a signal with the same peak-peak amplitude

and the same d.c. component as the input signal of the process,

considered before.

Only the input signal is made random by making the phase of the signal

random. The phase is uniformly distributed between -TT' and +77; The

input signal is thus formed from the Fourier coefficients, defined as:

a [i] = Al cos tfi~· •
[ J to. ~ = 1,2, ••••• , 49.

b i = Al sin Ti.

a[OJ = AO
b[O] = 0
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Thus the input signal is in the frequency domain a constant and

band-limited until 49 Hz signal with random phase.

As with the discrete process the 1010g rel det ~ (~,~) was computed.

(cf. table 3.8 and figure 3.19) by using the normalization on the

covariance matrix.

iZ 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 -0.51 -0.62 -0.70 -0.79 -0.87

2 -0.09 -1.15 -2.88 -3.13 -3.29 -3.43

3 -0.21 -1.63 -3.10 -6.53 -7.10 -7.46

4 -0.34 -2.25 -4.22 -7.54 -11.44 -12.42

5 -0.46 -2.65 -4.84 -8.35 -12.84 -17.60

Table 3.8. Behaviour of 1010g re1 det ~ (p,~).

..,
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fig. 3.19. 10
~ (p,~).log re1 det
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If we take into account the used random input signal and the results

obtained with the Astr5m process, we do not see here same significant

results. This can be explained as follows:

If we are performing the test only the samples of the input and output

signal are used. The transfer of H(s) to H(z) (the discrete transfer

function) is then given by the z - transformation formula:

1 () sTs = T ln z and z = e

with: T: sample interval

In(z): e10g z

Or:
11 + 0.02 iF In(z)

H(z) D 1
1 + 0.1 T In(z)

If we approximate In(z) according to (cf. Jury, 1964):

In(z) 2( ,3..L. 5 )= u +"i u +",u + •••••

with:

u=
1

-1
- z

1
-1+ z

eq. (3.30) can be written as:

£f .1.3..l.5 }s = T u + ., u + S-U + •••••

or:

-1 l-u
Z = l+u

= 1 + 0.02 ~ fu + tu3

1 + 0.1 ¥[u + tu3

+ ••••• ]

+ ••••• }

This means that the orders of the transferred H( s) do- not c!D8ist,

because they are infinity.

If H(s) is transferred by the bilinear z - transformation, viz.

2 z-l
1 + 0.02 iF z:;r

2 z-l
1 + 0.1 iF z+l
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we see that H2(Z-1) is obtained by using the first order approximation

of eq. (3.33). The difference between ~(z-l) and H2(z-1) is dependent

on the sample frequency. Breimer (1974) shows that the bilinear

z - transformation is a least squares approximation of the exact

z - transformation, if the maximum frequency in the input signal is

much smaller then the sample frequency. He also shows that the error

between the models ~(z-l) and ~(z-l) for ~ = Q. = 1 is nearly 20 dB.

This error can be seen as a significant additive noise, if we try to

estimate the orders p = 1 and q = 1 of ~ (z-1) by using the samples of

the signals of H(s).

To test the dependency of the results, on the ratio of the maximum

input frequency (defined as f .) to the cut-off frequency of input and
mJ.

output signal (defined as f ), the ratio leo/lmc- is varied.co
Therefore the signals under consideration are cut-off at the desired

frequency. The sample frequency of the input and output signal is

adapted to the frequency f ,according to the Shannon criterion.co
First in table 3.9 and figure 3.20 the results are given if f isco
smaller then f .•

m1

!~ 0 1 2 3 4 5

49 0 -0.51 -2.88 -6.53 -11.44 -17.60

30 0 -0.43 -2.58 -5.95 -10.73 -16.59

11 0 -0.37 -2.10 -5.13 -9.51 -15.27

5 0 -0.44 -2.11 -5.27 -10.24 -21.08

3 0 -0.57 -2.47 1-13.82 ~-35 ~ -35

10Table 3.9. log rel det Q (Q.,Q.) f(Q., f ).co
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10fig. 3.20. log reI det Q (~,~) = f(~, f ).co

We see here significant changes for f = 3 and 5. These are caused
00

by the limitations of the information contents of the signals.

For instance if f ,. 3 the orders q = 4 and q = 5 can not be estimated,co
because of the limited degrees of freedom. The number of degrees is 1,
namely 4 amplitude differences (3 freq. + d.c. comp.) and 3 phase

differences. For a process with the orders p and q we need p+l+q+l

degrees of freedom. Or with the available 7 the maximum combination

which can be estimated is p+q=5.

Further we see in the results the dependency of the ratio I~D/I'mc'

For lower f the determination of q ,. 1 becomes more and more difficult.co
In table 3.10 and figure 3.21 the results are given if f is keptco
constant on 49 Hz and fmi is varied.
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~ 0 1 2 3 4 5

49 0 -0.51 -2.88 -6.53 -11.44 -17.60

16 0 -0.92 -7.79 -19.56 -34.67 .( -35

5 0 -2.02 -14.34 -30.42 -35 < -35

10Table 3.10. log rel det Q(~,~) = f(~, f .)
DU.

....,
1I--_.~'l

2o
o ~~;::::::-_----'-__----'---__---'-__L.-

-1'(

-20

-H

10fig. 3.21. log re1 det Q(~,~) = f(~, fmi )

For fmi = 16 and 5 Hz we see a significant change if ~ is varied from

1 to 2. Therefore the conclusion can be made that, for these frequency

ratios, the given continuous process R(s), with the given random input

signal, can be approximated by the discrete processes H2(z-l).

In table 3.11 and fig. 3.22 the dependency on the signal - to-noise

ratio is given, if f = 49 Hz and f . = 5 Hz. Therefore to the sampledco IIll.

output a white noise with a rectangular distribution is added.
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~ 0 1 2 3 4 5

00 0 -2.02 -14.34 -30.42 <-35 ~-35

30 dB 0 -2.01 -7.79 -15.30 -24.40 .( -35

10 dB 0 -1.8; -5.68 -11.24 -18.42 -27.23

OdB 0 -1.5; -4.71 -9.53 -16.00 -23.98

Table 3.11. lOlog reI det Q(~,~) = f(SIN); f = 49 Hz, f . = 5 Hz.co JDJ.

o

-1

1 -"
-/'(

-1

3

...,
----'I

); f = 49 Hz, f mi = 5 Hz.co

Thus far only one process is considered with the given input signal.

Breimer (1974) gives more results of processes under several conditions.

His final interest was the influence on the parameterestimation-

techniq-ole and the model errors. It would be useful to do further

investigations on the order determination with this kind of transformation

because no derivatives of the input and output signals are needed.
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4. Remarks and conclusions.

The obtained estimates for the simulated Astr8m process give good

results. The used continuous process gives more problems in determining

the correct orders. This can be caused by:

1) the relative small higher order parameters

2) the noise caused by the analog simulation

3) the worse information contents of the input signal.

An interesting method of determining the order of a continuous process

is described in paragraph 3.5. Here the orders of a continuous process

are determined from a transformed discrete process. A further

investigation on this method would be very useful, because of the

obtained results and the fact that derivatives of the input and output

signals are not needed.

If the signal - to - noise ratio is not too small (~lO dB), the

determinant - ratio - test gives good results with the determination

of the orders of the numerator and the denominator of the transfer

function separately. It must be possible to obtain simDlar results

with, for instance, the test for the behaviour of the error function

Vl • For these and other tests/problems rose with respect to the used

kind of normalization of the signals and/or the results.

With the comparison of the tests some criteria are given, which can

be useful , for instance, if we want to select an order test•.

A further study on the tests with the criteria could be very useful.

A very convenient test seemed to be the test for independency. For

instance the resul.ts are simple to understand.
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List of symbols.

u

n

e

the model with

power of u, x, •••

correlation function of a and b.

-1
:IIll &:1z + •••

vector, containing the estimates.

number of measured samples.

matrices and signal belong:i..ng to

the orders , and ~.

polynomial in z-l.

for instance A(z-l)

input signal.

undisturbed output signal.

additive output noise.

disturbed. output signal..

equation error.

input signal noise filter •

estimates for e and f .
i-th derivatives of u and y.

linear transformed signals.

sample interval time.

discrete signals at t = kT.

forward and backward order of the process.

forward and backward order of the noise filter.

orders of the model•

matrix, containing the samples of the input and

output signal.

=1'LT(u,y ).fl.(u,y )

, ...

r

A, B, C, D

r, s

y

x

..,
8, f

(:J !J"Ju ,y

[u(t)], [y(t~
T

'\:, Yk
p, q

b ' b"- , -

Q(p,q)
.Il'~, Q*, U*", y1t"

N

~,~
yab

~, ~, t, 8

.1l(u,y)

Remark: most symbols are defined in the text.
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